Key frame extraction is one of the critical techniques in computer vision fields such as video search, video identification and video forgeries detection. The extracted key frames should be sufficient key frames that preserve main actions in a video with compact representation. The objective of this work is to improve our previous action key frames extraction algorithm (AKF) by adapting a threshold which selects action key frames as final key frames. The threshold adaptation was achieved by using the mean value, the standard deviation, and the L1-norm instead of the comparison of user summaries evaluation method to obtain a fully automatic video summarisation algorithm, and by eliminating the conditions in selecting the final key frames to reduce the complexity of the algorithm. We have validated our proposed Improved AKF on complex colour video shots instead of the simple grey level video shots. The Improved AKF algorithm was able to extract a compact number of action key frames by preventing redundant key Journal of ICT, 18, No. 2 (April) 2019, pp: 143-166 144 frames, reduce processing complexity, and preserve sufficient information about the main actions in a video shot. We then evaluated the Improved AKF algorithm with the-state-of-theart algorithms in terms of compression ratio using Paul videos and Shih-Tang dataset. The evaluation results showed that the Improved AKF algorithm achieved better compression ratio and retained sufficient information in the extracted action key frames under different testing video shots. Therefore, the improved AKF algorithm is a suitable technique for applications in computer vision fields such as passive object-based video authentication systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The key frames (KFs) extraction algorithm should provide a compact video summarization with less processing time, and preserve the sufficient information in the video with simple implementation (Cao et al., 2012; Murtaza et al., 2018; Paul et al., 2017) . From literature reviews, the key frame extraction algorithm starts by detecting the shot change to segment a video to several shots, then extracts the key frames from each shot (Truong & Venkatesh, 2007) . The implicit computational techniques of the key frames extraction algorithms were divided into several categories namely sufficient content change, equal temporal variance, maximum frame coverage, minimum correlation between keyframes, sequence reconstruction error, clustering, curve simplification, and interesting events (Truong & Venkatesh, 2007) .
Feature extraction is an essential step in several image processing systems (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) . Furthermore, the feature extraction has a significant role in recent video key frames extraction algorithms to select the key frames based on different features such as colour or motion. One of the key frame extraction algorithms is based on the colour feature which was developed recently to extract key frames inside a video shot by calculating the grey level histogram difference between two consecutive frames (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) . In this key frame selection algorithm (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) , a threshold was first computed based on the mean and the standard deviation of the absolute difference in the grey level histogram between every two consecutive frames from all video shots frames. The grey level histogram difference of the current frame was then compared with the computed threshold. If the difference was larger than a threshold, the current frame would be selected as a key frame. These steps were repeated until the end of the video shot to extract all key frames.
Another algorithm based on colour feature extracted the key frames by comparing the consecutive grey frame differences with a pre-determined threshold value (Thepade & Tonge, 2014) . Their proposed algorithm reads each colour frame in a video shot and converts them into grey frame, and calculates their differences between the two consecutive frames. Then, the mean and standard deviation values are calculated simultaneously and its threshold value is set, equivalent to a multiplication of standard deviation and a constant number. If the grey difference between the current frame and the next frame is larger than the threshold, then the current frame will be saved as a key frame. Cao et al. (2012) proposed a key frame extraction algorithm based on the colour feature on frame blocks differential accumulation with two thresholds. In their algorithm, the first frame in a video shot was considered as the first reference frame. The remaining video shot frames were then partitioned into equal sized image blocks. The colour mean differences were computed in RGB colour space of the corresponding blocks in the reference frame and the current frame. Their proposed algorithm counted the blocks changing in the current frame in relation to the block changing in the reference frame. If the count number was greater than the global threshold, this means the current frame had more changes than the reference frame. Then, their proposed algorithm used the current frame as the key frame instead of the reference frame and similar steps were repeated until the last frame. Apart from its capability to identify the movements in high efficiency, it was also able to extract key frames with strong robustness in different types of video shots. Unfortunately, the weakness of their colour proposed algorithm is, it can only extract the key frames in video shots with different, vivid colour views or else they will extract a large number of the key frames. Regardless of the colour feature, motion able to extract the key frames keeps the important information about actions of the original video and provides a better compact video representation (Paul et al., 2017 ).
An algorithm used motion feature for key frame extraction was proposed, based on an accumulative optical flow with a self-adaptive threshold (AOF_ ST) as recommended in TRIZ inventive principles (Mizher et al., 2017b) . The introduction of self-adaptive threshold namely AOF_ST can only support video shots duration for not more than 30 seconds. Later, Mizher et al. (2017a) overcame AOF_ST algorithm limitation by proposing an action key frames extraction algorithm based on L1-norm and accumulative optical flow for compact video shot summarisation.
The Lp-norm is a big family of norms. The least absolute errors (L1-norm) and the least squares (L2-norm) were commonly used to study the sparsity of motion by reflecting the complex spatial structure. Smooth nature of L1-norm gives many solutions when compared to L2-norm which gives a single unique solution, and L1-norm is used when the difference between zero and nonzero elements is very important. L1-norm was proposed by Claerbout and Muir (1973) for data modelling. L1-norm was used by Schindler and Gool (2008) to read the sparsity of motion information to extract motion features. Xiao et al. (2015) selected the most correlated subset of motion from either several actions or from the same action based on L1-norm and L2-norm to convert the classic human motion denoising into L1-minimization framework (Xiao et al., 2015) . The L1-norm and L2-norm in (Xiao et al., 2015) were robust against outliers and optimal with the Gaussian noise respectively. Xia et al. (2017) claimed that the L1-norm and L2-norm are not sparse as much as necessary to select one key frame from a sequence of very similar frames. The L1-norm was applied by (Mizher et al., 2017a) in calculating the sum of the absolute differences between each two optical flow frames to return motion sparsity information about these frames. Consequently, this action key frame extraction algorithm achieved a high compression ratio in the KTH dataset with action appearance accuracy between 91% and 100%.
A complex video is a video which has shots with a variety of challenging situations, such as multiple moving objects and moving camera which lead to variations in the background (Schuldt et al., 2004) , or long uncut video containing noise (Murtaza et al., 2018) . Several environments and camera conditions were experimented using key frames extraction algorithms. Grey colour with a static camera and static background video shots (Mizher et al., 2017a; Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) , colour video shots with moving camera and dynamic background (Mizher et al., 2017b; Paul et al., 2017) Paul, Bhattacharya, and Gupta, 2017 extracted the key frames by formulating the dissimilarity between the video shot frames based on changes in object orientations and steerable filtering.
The process of extracting key frames from a video can affects the cost of storage and time. Key frames extracted should be compact and contain sufficient information about objects or events (Xia et al., 2017) . Therefore, key frames extraction is a difficult task because the information should be selected to preserve important objects or events (Truong & Venkatesh, 2007) . This task becomes more challenging when the key frames extraction needs to guarantee information integrity with fewer key frames (Xia et al., 2017) . The selection of suitable key frames are essential and crucial for various fields such as a compact representation in video summarization, searching and retrieval (Mizher et al., 2017b) , preserving sufficient information about objects or events effectively in object-based video forgery detection system (Yao et al., 2017; Mizher et al., 2017b) . Therefore, a new key frames extraction algorithm that is able to detect object motion sparsity and to extract the sufficient event key frames from complex video shots, is desirable and essential.
In this paper, an improved action key frames extraction algorithm is presented and experimented using complex colour video shots. The experiment results will be compared with the results of the previous algorithms (Cao et al., 2012; Mizher et al., 2017b; Paul et al., 2017) . We have organized this paper into four sections beginning with an introduction, followed by Section 2, an improve action key frames extraction algorithm is presented and discussed which is based on L1-norm and optical flow estimation within the complex colour video shots; then, section 3 presents the experimental results and the analysis of the results, and fi nally, Section 4 concludes the work and suggestions for future research.
IMPROVED ACTION KEY FRAMES EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
The key frames extraction within a scene is an easier task than extracting them inside a shot. A scene has a transition between two sequential shots and different views from one shot to another shot, while the shot is a sequence of successive frames captured without interruption from the similar camera.
Deriving an algorithm that can perform effective key frame extraction inside shots is a challenging task because video shot frames are attributed to many visual features such as motion and colour. Usually, the most important key frames which contain critical action of objects and extracted with a compact limited number will make them easier to use in different systems such as video retrieval and video fingerprint. Schindler and Gool (2008) defined basic action as a unit in which human behaviour shall be classified. Therefore, we attempt to improve the action key frames extraction algorithm (AKF) (Mizher et al., 2017a) which mainly focuses on key frames extraction under KTH dataset. Since KTH dataset was captured using a static camera and static background, and it has video shots in grey level with one basic action in each video shot, we focused on making improvement on AKF algorithm that is suitable for colour video shots with more actions such as one or more moving objects in video shot consisting of dynamic background or moving camera. Eventually, our Improved AKF algorithm was able to fit video shots with several environmental conditions by extracting key frames in long duration video shots in comparison to AKF algorithm.
The improvement in AKF algorithm was achieved by improving step-4 and eliminating step-5 until step-7 which is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 illustrates step-1 until step-7 of the action key frames extraction algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017a) to select the initial key frames based on L1-norm and optical flow with window size W. Hence, we improve step-4 in AKF algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017a) by picking up the action frames (AFs) as final key frames with adaptation of the threshold based on Equations (1), (2) and (3). The AKF algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017a) has used the threshold value in step-4 with L1-norm equals to a fixed value of 4600 based on the comparison of user summaries (CUS) evaluation method in selecting AFs. In order to evaluate the performance of the Improved AKF algorithm, compactness measure (CR) and image fidelity measure (IFM) is used. The compactness measure was calculated based on compression ratio (CR) and the image fidelity measure (IFM) was calculated based on the mean square error (MSE) between each two consecutive key frames to evaluate the performance of our key frame extraction algorithm. Comparisons between the AOF_ST algorithm, the AKF algorithm and the Improved AKF algorithm are shown in Table 1 . The flow chart of the AOF_ST algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
Let us assume that Threshold in Equation (1) is a numeric value calculated by finding the absolute subtraction between A and B from a variable Var. In Equation (2), A is the mean value of all Absdiff images added to the standard deviation of all Absdiff images, B is the L1-norm for current Absdiff multiplied by a constant value ∝, the Absdiff is an absolute image difference deriving from subtracting the last optical flow frame in the previous window W, and the first optical flow frame from the current window W.
Where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation values from the range of i and n. The i is the current Absdiff image and the n is the last Absdiff image in the video shot respectively, and ∝=0.9 and Var is a variable in the range [0, 13] . Var range was used to balance the Threshold value and was chosen based on several experiments. When Var equals 0 or greater than 12 for each video shot in our dataset, the proposed algorithm will lose the effect of the Threshold. If the Threshold value is greater than 0, the current frame will be saved as an action key frame (AKFs) as shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , the complexity of the Improved AKF was reduced when
µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation values from the range of i and n. The i is the sdiff image and the n is the last Absdiff image in the video shot respectively, and ∝= 0.9 a variable in the range [0, 13] . Var range was used to balance the Threshold value and was ed on several experiments. When Var equals 0 or greater than 12 for each video shot in our proposed algorithm will lose the effect of the Threshold. If the Threshold value is greater current frame will be saved as an action key frame (AKFs) as shown in Figure 3 . As shown and Figure 3 , the complexity of the Improved AKF was reduced when compared to the nd the AKF due to the elimination of conditions in selecting the final key frames and the Threshold selection through the Equations (1), (2) and (3).
compared to the AOF_ST and the AKF due to the elimination of conditions in selecting the final key frames and improving the Threshold selection through the Equations (1), (2) and (3).
Input: Video V, with a number of frames n, Window W, i current index, i-1 previous index, α and β user-defined numbers Output: Set of keyframes K for input video V
Step 1: Read W consecutive frames from V Estimate objects' velocities Of from each frame
Create W frames if frame velocities Not (Zero)
Step 2: Generate absolute difference image AbsDiff from Ofi and
where Of i is the first frame in the current window,
Of i-1 is the last frame in the previous window
Step 3: Calculate L1-norm = Max(Sum (AbsDiff images))
Step 4: Action Frames Af = Threshold (L1-norm selected frames)
Step 5:
where Af i is the current action frame, Af i-1 is the previous action frame
Step 6: Candidate keyframes CKF = Sum (accumulate β of (Af )), discard Af with none or tiny motion information
Step 7 (Mizher et al., 2017b) Figure 2. The flow chart of the AOF_ST algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017b) . Comparison between the flow charts of AKF (Mizher et al., 2017a) and Improved AKF.
9 Figure 3 . Comparison between the flow charts of AKF (Mizher et al., 2017a) and Improved AKF. Figure 2 (Summation of absolute difference function)
Step-4 in Figure 1 (using CUS method)
Threshold condition Greater than zero Equal 4600 Greater than zero
Step-1 until
Step-4 Used Used Used
Step-5 until
Step-7 Not used Used Not used
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Our experiments were performed on a laptop, Toshiba Satellite C850-B098 with CPU-Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2312M CPU @ 2.10 GHz, memory RAM-2 GB, system type 32-bit. Our system was programmed with Matlab2013a using Windows 7. Schindler and Gool (2008) claimed that from one to seven frames are sufficient to recognise a basic action from a very short video shot. Unlike above, (Murtaza et al., 2018) claimed that the video content could adaptively determine the suitable number of frames, and in a typical video, requires between ten to twenty five frames. We chose ten for window size W similar to Paul et al. (2017) algorithm because it reflects the texture and motion features within video shots effectively. And selected the first frame as the first key frames following Paul et al. (2017) algorithm. Our proposed algorithm was implemented under two datasets which were the Paul et al.
(2017) testing video shots, and Shih-Tang dataset. Xia et al. (2017) claimed that the goal of extracting the key frames is to represent the overall motion by finding the most representative frames from a given motion sequence. It is unfortunate that the definition of what should be detected and extracted for video summarization is not a clear task. This occurs in view of the fact that every key frame extraction algorithm or video skims algorithm has its own evaluation methodology due to the absence in finding a stable evaluation framework. Therefore, Truong and Venkatesh (2007) have grouped the existing key frames extraction algorithms evaluation methods into three groups. These groups are based on result description, the objective metrics, or the user studies which require independent users to evaluate the quality of video summary or extracted key frames. Ideally, we should use the same datasets and the same metrics to compare our proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithms. However, most of the previous algorithms that used Shih-Tang dataset have extracted key frames manually and this made direct comparisons almost impossible. Descriptive tracking of the changes in the visual contents of the extracted key frames was used in (Paul et al., 2017) to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. For this reason, we have used the user studies evaluation method based on descriptive tracking of the changes in the target objects of the extracted key frames to verify our key frames extraction algorithm. Paul et al. (2017) mainly designed an algorithm to extract key frames within video shots for video colourization. Meanwhile, the less attention in literature researches focused primarily on extracting key frames within video shots. Therefore, we implemented our Improved AKF algorithm and the AOF_ST algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017b ) under Paul et al. (2017 testing video shots.
Then we compared the experimented results with Paul et al. (2017) results. The tested video shots are Akiyo, Coastguard, Cartoon, Flower, Skiing, and Soccer. The testing video shots have a variety of different aspects as the colour space varied from grey to colour shots, camera conditions as static or moving, environmental conditions as static or dynamic background, and the object motion has either a slow or a rapid change. These variations make the decision of choosing the best threshold can extract the compact sufficient key frames, a challenging task.
The effect of changing Var value in the Threshold in Equation (1) was experimented with the range [0, 13] as shown in Figure 4 . On the other hand, as the Var equals to a specific value for each video shot, the algorithm will lose the effect of Threshold (called this value the reflection value). Figure 4 illustrates the reflection value for a video shot with a static camera and object with small motion such as Akiyo equals five, in a video shot with low camera movement and low object motion such as Skiing and Cartoon is between six and seven, in video shots with moving camera with static background such as Soccer and Flower equals to 9.5, in video shot with moving camera and dynamic background such as Coastguard equals to 12.5. As a result, we concluded that when Var values equal zero or equal the reflection value for each video shot the Threshold has no effect in the algorithm and choosing the best Var value is mainly depending on the video shot conditions. For the category of Improved AKF, the best Var value (Equation 1) for all video shots are chosen based on the two criteria; the compact number of the As a result, we concluded that when Var values equal zero or equal the reflection value for each video shot the Threshold has no effect in the algorithm and choosing the best Var value is mainly depending on the video shot conditions. For the category of Improved AKF, the best Var value (Equation 1) for all video shots are chosen based on the two criteria; the compact number of the extracted key frames and achievement of sufficient key frames by protecting the salient actions in the video shots. The compactness measure of video shots contents due to the extracted key frames was computed using the compression ratio (CR) to evaluate the performance of key frame extraction algorithms. The higher value of CR of an algorithm indicates that the algorithm performs better (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) . The CR was calculated using the Equation (4) extracted key frames and achievement of sufficient key frames by protecting the salient actions in the video shots. The compactness measure of video shots contents due to the extracted key frames was computed using the compression ratio (CR) to evaluate the performance of key frame extraction algorithms. The higher value of CR of an algorithm indicates that the algorithm performs better (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) . The CR was calculated using the Equation (4) from (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) . (4) There is often a trade-off between CR values and extracting sufficient key frames which is able to preserve the global content of a video (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) ; therefore these two criteria will be taken into consideration in our experiments. Table 2 shows the effects on the number of the extracted key frames when chosing a range between [0, 2] for the Var values in the Threshold in Equation (1). The trend shows that as Var value equals to one or less, the Threshold will extract more similar key frames. These key frames will reduce the compactness ratio. On the other hand, if Var equals to two or more, the Threshold would miss some important information in the last video shot due to the low number of the key frames extraction as shown in Figure  5 . On top of that, missing essential information would also disturb sufficient key frame achievement. As a result, Var value equals to 1.5 is the best value as it could extract a compact number of the key frames by protecting sufficient information within the video shots. shot the Threshold has no effect in the algorithm and choosing the best Var value is mainly ding on the video shot conditions. For the category of Improved AKF, the best Var value tion 1) for all video shots are chosen based on the two criteria; the compact number of the cted key frames and achievement of sufficient key frames by protecting the salient actions in the shots. The compactness measure of video shots contents due to the extracted key frames was uted using the compression ratio (CR) to evaluate the performance of key frame extraction ithms. The higher value of CR of an algorithm indicates that the algorithm performs better na & Narayanan, 2015). The CR was calculated using the Equation (4) from (Sheena & anan, 2015) .
ere is often a trade-off between CR values and extracting sufficient key frames which is able to rve the global content of a video (Sheena & Narayanan, 2015) ; therefore these two criteria will ken into consideration in our experiments. Table 2 A comparison between Improved AKF algorithm and the state-of-the-artalgorithm is shown in Table 3 . The RGB colour space frame blocks differential accumulation with two thresholds (Cao et al., 2012) , changes in the object orientations algorithm (Paul et al., 2017) , and accumulative optical flow with a self-adaptive threshold algorithm (AOF_ST) (Mizher et al., 2017b) respectively. Zheng et al. (2015) claimed using motion features can efficiently extract accurate visual differences of the sequential frames comparing with using colour features. Therefore, Cao et al. (2012) algorithm has the lowest CR results under the testing video shots because it is based on extracting the colour feature rather than motion feature. The Improved AKF algorithm has a moderate CR compared to changes in the object orientations algorithm (Paul et al., 2017) , and accumulative optical flow with a self-adaptive threshold algorithm (AOF_ST) (Mizher et al., 2017b) as shown in Table 3 . Although the Improved AKF algorithm did not achieve higher CR (Equation (4)) for all the videos when compared to AOF_ST, and it had less CR for three videos (Akiyo, Cartoon, and Coastguard videos) when compared to Paul algorithm, the Improved AKF achieved the best in terms of sufficient key frames that protects video shots information as shown in Figure 6 (when compared to AOF_ST and Paul algorithms). 
Shih-Tang Dataset
The Improved AKF algorithm was further implemented under Shih-Tang dataset Shih et al., 2011; Shih et al., 2010; Tang & Shih, 2008) . It contained 50 video shots with 10570 frames. According to the author's information, Shih-Tang dataset is the largest dataset to handle various types of the object-based video forgery as shown in Table 4 . The Figure 6 . Key frame extracted from the Cartoon a) Paul algorithm (Paul et al., 2017) b) AOF_ST (Mizher et al., 2017b) c) Improved AKF.
Shih-Tang dataset
The Improved AKF algorithm was further implemented under Shih-Tang dataset (S. K. Shih et al., 2008; Timothy K Shih et al., 2011; Timothy K. Shih et al., 2010; Tang & Shih, 2008) . It contained 50
video shots with 10570 frames. According to the author's information, Shih-Tang dataset is the largest dataset to handle various types of the object-based video forgery as shown in Table 4 . The variety variety occurred due to different techniques to forge the objects in motion interpolation mechanism based on reference stick figures (Shih et al., 2011) , patch referencing and frame blending (Shih et al., 2010) , textural synthesis and pixel interpolation (Tang & Shih, 2008) , and modified mean shift mechanism . The video shots are in true RGB colour divided into three different categories: static camera with a static background, moving camera with a static background, and static camera with a moving background. All the video shots were in .avi and .wmv format video types, have moving objects in original video shots and in forged video shots, frame rate equal to 30 frames per second, with resolution equal to 320 x 320 pixels per frame, and a duration length of not more than one minute. In the experiments, we used only 48 video shots and eliminated the video shots with a duration of more than 30 seconds. This is because AOF_ST is designed for video shots not longer than 30 seconds. Table 5 gives the CR value of the experimented algorithms under Shih-Tang dataset. As shown in Table  5 , the Improved AKF algorithm has higher CR (Equation (4)) of extracting key frames when compared with RGB colour space frame blocks differential accumulation with two thresholds (Cao et al., 2012) . Although the Improved AKF algorithm CR is less than the accumulative optical flow with a self-adaptive threshold algorithm (AOF_ST) (Mizher et al., 2017b) . As shown in Figure 7 , Figure 8 , and Figure 9 , the AOF_ST algorithm extracted a compact number of the key frames compaed to the Improved AKF algorithm. Nevertheless, the Improved AKF algorithm extracted sufficient information (jumping man) from the video shot while the AOF_ST algorithm missed this information in the 44th frame. In object-based video forgery systems, it is essential to protect all details related to objects. . The third key frame extracted by Improved AKF has sufficient information was missed by AOF_ST from video19.avi under Shih-Tang dataset.
As shown in Figure 10 , AOF_ST gives an incomplete story of the 35.avi video shot, while the Improved AKF algorithm presents the visual understanding of the same video shot as shown in Figure 11 . Image fidelity measure (IFM) was implemented by calculating the mean square error (MSE) between each two consecutive key frames as shown in Equation (5). MSE is the L2-norm of the difference between the source and the target and gives the degree of similarity (Wang & Bovik, 2009 ).
where X is a key frame, i is the current key frame, and N is the total number of the key frames in a video shot. If the mean square error equals to a zero, that means the two consecutive key frames are highly correlated and they are similar. As shown in Table 6 , the maximum and minimum IFM between the key fames in video shot 34.avi are 0.8815 and 0.8237 respectively after using the Improved AKF algorithm. As shown in Figure 10 , AOF_ST gives an incomplete story of the 35.avi video shot, while the Improved AKF algorithm presents the visual understanding of the same video shot as shown in Figure   11 . Image fidelity measure (IFM) was implemented by calculating the mean square error (MSE) between each two consecutive key frames as shown in Equation (5). MSE is the L2-norm of the difference between the source and the target and gives the degree of similarity (Wang & Bovik, 2009 ).
where X is a key frame, i is the current key frame, and N is the total number of the key frames in a video shot. If the mean square error equals to a zero, that means the two consecutive key frames are highly correlated and they are similar. As shown in Table 6 , the maximum and minimum IFM between the key fames in video shot 34.avi are 0.8815 and 0.8237 respectively after using the Improved AKF algorithm.
igure 9. The third key frame extracted by Improved AKF has sufficient information was missed by OF_ST from video19.avi under Shih-Tang dataset.
As shown in Figure 10 , AOF_ST gives an incomplete story of the 35.avi video shot, while the proved AKF algorithm presents the visual understanding of the same video shot as shown in Figure   . Image fidelity measure (IFM) was implemented by calculating the mean square error (MSE) tween each two consecutive key frames as shown in Equation (5). MSE is the L2-norm of the fference between the source and the target and gives the degree of similarity (Wang & Bovik, 2009 ).
where X is a key frame, i is the current key frame, and N is the total number of the key frames in a deo shot. If the mean square error equals to a zero, that means the two consecutive key frames are ghly correlated and they are similar. As shown in Table 6 , the maximum and minimum IFM tween the key fames in video shot 34.avi are 0.8815 and 0.8237 respectively after using the proved AKF algorithm. (continued) Table 7 shows the comparisons between the AOF_ST, AKF and Improved AKF algorithms advantages, disadvantages and limitations.
As shown in the results, the Improved AKF algorithm, has a higher CR compared to Cao et al. (2012) and a good CR compared to Paul et al. (2017) . Although the Improved AKF algorithm has a slightly higher running time with an average of 0.26 seconds when compared to Cao et al. (2012) and 1.04 seconds with AOF_ST, it is a better technique for the passive objectbased video forgery detection system. This is because the Improved AKF algorithm prevents redundant key frames and preserve more sufficient information when compared to the AOF_ST algorithm (Mizher et al., 2017b) and changes in the object orientations algorithm (Paul et al., 2017) . Table 7 shows the comparisons between the AOF_ST, AKF and Improved AKF algorithms advantages, disadvantages and limitations. Table 7 Comparisons between AOF_ST, AKF and Improved AKF characteristics. Good CR, suitable for complex videos with moving camera and multiple moving objects, prevents redundant key frames and preserve more sufficient information, and simple implementation.
Category of Comparisons

Disadvantages
Loss some sufficient information.
Affected by objects shadow and shaky camera.
Need more execution time.
Limitations
Support video shot duration not more than 30 seconds.
Suitable for static camera with one moving objects.
Experimented under video shots not more than one minute. Good CR, suitable for complex videos with moving camera and multiple moving objects, prevents redundant key frames and preserve more sufficient information, and simple implementation.
Disadvantages
Limitations
Experimented under video shots not more than one minute.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The extracted key frames can be used to represent the video as a whole and summarized the important objects or actions of the video. The optimal number of extracted key frames is mainly depending on video complexity, such as camera motion, shot visual contents, or the dynamicity of foreground or background. The Improved AKF outperformed the-state-of-the-art algorithms whereby it detects the important actions in the video shots with a relatively good compression ratio of key frames. For all video shots, the Improved AKF algorithm can extract action key frames automatically which makes it suitable for full automatic application for forgery video detection, video retrieval and searching system. As further research,, we are now working on feature extraction from the extracted key frames as a resultant of the Improved AKF algorithm. It yields to build a full automatic passive object-based video forgery detection system.
